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Djahet Khinjar Sidearm

Description

The Khinjar is the standard sidearm of Sahaadi forces both ground or space. Constructed of light weight
carbon ceramics the Khinjar was made to be light and easy to use.

Weapon Specifications

Nomenclature Information

Designer: Djahet Fleetforges Manufacturer: Djahet Fleetforges Name: Khinjar Sidearm (Dj-DK-01a Type:
Gauss Pistol Role: Military Sidearm Length: 7.6 inches Barrel Length: 4.6 inches Mass: 1.8lbs ROF: 45 RPM

Discharge Information

Projection/ammo type: 7.63mm Spike

Firing Mechanism

Variable Fire Gauss Weapon A coilgun (electromagnetic pulse accelerator) is a type of projectile
accelerator that consists of one or more coils used as electromagnets in the configuration of a
synchronous linear electric motor which accelerate a magnetic projectile to high velocity. When the
trigger is pulled, a circuit is completed that connects the rifle's power source to the electromagnetic coils.

In order to fire the weapon, the firer need only pull the trigger.

Barrel and Magazine

The barrel of the Khinjar is made of galvanized steel with electromagnetic coils spun around the outer
portion. The magazine is based on standard Sahaad rifle magazine technology reworked into a pistol
magazine format.

Ammunition Description
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Caliber: 7mm Effective Range 40m Maximum Range: 50m Muzzle Velocity: 410m/s Muzzle Blast: Little to
no flash. Firing Mode: Semi-Automatic Recoil: Light.

Standard Ammunition

A modest round, the 7.63mm doesn't require chemical propellant to be fired. It instead relies on the
electromagnetic coils within the barrel to eject it.

7mm HMJ 'Spitzer' Spike

Visual Description: Heavyweight, copper round with a light ferrous alloy. The copper ensures less
deformation on impact of soft targets. Ammo: 12 in Magazine Damage Description: The heavier round
does more damage then standard pistol rounds but remains lower then rifle rounds in penetrative power.
PDR: 1

7mm FMJ 'Spitzer' Spike

Visual Description: Heavyweight, steel round with a pointed tip. Designed with light body armor
penetration in mind, the 7mm spikes are made of hardened solid steel. Ammo: 12 in Magazine Damage
Description: Heavyweight round does much more damage then standard pistol rounds. Good for
penetrating light body armor. PDR: 2

Weapon Mechanisms

Safety: Yes. Along the left hand side near the trigger. Fire Mode Selector: No. It is a Semi-Automatic
Pistol. Weapon Sight: Standard Iron Sights Attachment Hard Points: Can attach a scope along the top to
replace the standard sights or penny laser under the barrel.

Other

Field Maintenance Procedure: Wipe and clean after every mission, taking care to scrub the barrel down.

Misc

Pricing: N/A\|
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